Glimpse of a Perfect Home.
The Round Oak

... burns...

Hard or soft coal, coke or wood.

The only air tight stove made.

Every stove guaranteed a perfect fire-keeper with any kind of fuel.

The genuine has

The name on the leg,

And is manufactured only by

Estate of P. D. Beckwith,

Dowagiac, Mich.

It has low-down fire-pot, and the bottom made in one piece, with extra large ash-pit.

Sheet iron is a much stronger radiator of heat than cast iron, and by placing feed doors on the side, the hot part of the stove is kept away from the wall and the heat utilized in the atmosphere of the room, instead of being absorbed by the wall near which the stove usually stands.

To burn coal successfully requires a coarse grate and a deep fire, while wood should have a fine grate and broad fire. For these reasons separate fixtures for coal and wood are necessary, where either fuel is used exclusively; but wood can be burned on the coal fixtures for occasional use.

Magazines can be supplied for all sizes. We use nothing but Wood's double-refined charcoal sheet iron, cleaned and cold-rolled, and the best quality of pig iron.

The Round Oak has been made as a specialty for a quarter of a century, and each year has grown in popularity. Every stove carefully inspected and fully warranted.

One million in use; what more can we say.

Sold by

Claflin Hdw. & Imp. Co.,

Claflin, Kan.
THE ROUND OAK
SOFT OR
HARD COAL
COKE OR WOOD.

NOs: 14-16-18-20-24